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The MEDlClfamilywas oneof the more po-

litically and economically powerful in ltaly
and Europe from 1434to 1737. Giovanni
de Medici started the fortune of the Fam-

ily becoming a banker, inìtially, and "the"
banker of the Pope later. At his death (he

was poisoned) the son Cosimo inherited
the bank and everything else (there was

a younger brother but at that time every-

thing was passed from the father to the
elder son) and started a long politicalfight
against the aristocracy of Firenze, Ieaded

by the family Albizzi. ln 1 434 he fi nally suc-

ceeded in leading the SIGNORIA (a sort of
democratic parliament that decided how
to direct the economy and the politics of
Firenze) where most of the members were

devoted to the Medici. He was able to
maintain a very good relationship with the
Pope and with all the States nearTuscany,
while he invited architects and artists to Fi-

renze to build monuments, churches, etc.

that are still visible today (and above all

the very famous "Cupola del Brunelleschi"

on the Cathedral of Firenze). His son Piero

was sick and ruled the city only for 5 years,

passing soon the power to his elder son

Lorenzo (who was only twenty years old at

that time). And Lorenzo pushed the power
of Firenze to the top, succeeding also in
maintaining peace in all of ltaly with vis-
its to the other kingdoms, diplomacy and

marriages. He also promoted the arts and

this period is known as the "Rinascimento
Italiano" (ltalian Renaissance). For all that it
was called "ll Magnifi co" (The Magnifi cent).

The game LORENZO lL MAGNIFICO brings

us back to those times and let us act as

one of the rulers of Firenze: the players

will send the members of their families all

around the town to collect resources that
will be then used to finance the construc-

tion of buildings, to corrupt other Charac-

ters or to pursuit special missions. lt uses

a nice mix of already known mechanics:
worker placements, resource collection
and card combos, but the final result is re-

allyvery pleasant.

Pietlo (remona

A wel!-working gone with a historictopic, good

rules and ofttlctiveconponents, which run be

obs ol utel y reco m m ended.

A LOOK AT THE CITY OF FLORENCE

FROM PIAZZALE MICHELANGELO

The box of Lorenzo il Magnifica contains a

board with a very schematic representa-

tion of the town of Firenze, four smaller
board for the players, five decks of cards,

tiles, and a handful of wooden compo-
nents. Everything is of good quality, but
I have a little concern on the "wood" re-

sources, so small and so "round"that they
tend to fall from hand when they are used.

Each of the four towers on the board has

to be filled with four development cards

from different decks: tower "1" receives

green cards (Territory), tower "2" the blue
(Personalities), tower "3" the yellow (Build-

ings) and tower "4" the pink (Missions).

There are 24 cards for each color, divided
in three Ages of 8 cards each: they are the
heart of the game which lasts only 6 turns
(or 6 times 4 cards, if You Prefer)

Each card has a drawing that depicts a

building, a personality, a place, etc. of that
time and three specific characteristics:

- a "cost" (money, resources or military
points) that is printed on the left (with the
exception ofthe green cards that are free)

- an "immediate benefit" printed in the
middle
- a'future benefit'l printed on the bottom,

that is taken only at certain conditions (as

we will see shortly)

Each player gets a personal board to
stock the resources gained on the board),
four "familiars" (3 colored and 1 neutral

wooden cylinder), two "wood" resources,

two "stone'i 3 "servants" (wooden pink
meeples) and a few coins (depending on

the initialturn order). A sticker must be ap-
plied to the colored "familiars"(white, black

and orange, the same colors as the three
dice) while the"neutral"one gets a"0'i

Please note that each player may collect
up to 6 cards of each color: yellow and
green cards are placed directly on the per-

sonal board, while the others are placed

on the side of it.

Lorenzo il Magnifico can be played using
the"basic"or the"advanced" rules: the only
differences are a bonus tile that is placed

on the left of the personal board (in the
basic game those bonuses are the same

for everybody, while in the advanced they
slightly differ) and the "leader" cards. After
the first game it is suggested to always
play the advanced rules, so my review will
consider only them: difficulty increases
just a little but playing with the leaders al-

lows for a defined initial strategy.

IT ISTIMETO ENTERTHE CITY

At the beginning of a game each player re-

ceives four leader cards: he keeps one and
pass the other three to his left and so on

until everybody has again 4 cards in hand.

Each card has three characteristics:
- a name and a picture of the leader, shown

on a balcony of his palace

- a'tost"to activate it (icons printed above

the balcony)
- a "benefit"that may be'bnce per turn"or
"perennial" (printed under the balcony)

The playing order of the first turn is ran-

domly determined, and the players place

their tokens accordingly on the board, but
in following turns this order may change

if the players send their familiars to the

FLORENTINE FAMILIES
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Council. The first player throws the three

dice (white, black and orange) and put

them on the related cases on the board:

please remember that the "familiars" have

been personalized with stickers in the
colors of the dice and the players use the
"pips"of the dice to place their markers.

The board is divided in SlX different zones:

On top we have the four "TOWERS" that
will host four cards each at the beqinninq
of every turn. To take one of those cards,

the player selects a'familiar"whose"value"
(number of pips of the die of his color) is

the same or superior to the number print-

ed on the board: for ground floor a "1" is

enough, for the first floor a "3" is necessary,

a "5" for the second and a"7" for the third.
A "Seven"? But dice have a maximum of 6

pipsl You are right and really need a little

help from your servants: you discard one

or more servants and add one or more pips

to the die. Also remember: your "neutral

familiar" has value "0" (the sticker applied

on its top) at the beginning of the game,

so you need at least one servant to rise his

value to"1 "and use it on the board. Placing

a familiar on the second or third floor also

grants (together with the selected card)

some free resources that sometimes may

be usefulfor the programmed action"

Warning: if a tower is already occupied by a

familiar you must pay a "tax" of three coins

to have the right to take another card from
it. lnitially money is scarce, so it is very dif-

ficult to see more than one or two familiars

on each tower, but hopefully Firenze has

more places to visit. So, let's go on.

Under the towers (that in reality are not

a particular characteristic of Firenze. but

were useful for the game) there is the"Pala-

LORENZO IL MAGNIFICO / MY LINES FOR WIN <

zzo del Consiglio della Signoria': All the
readers that have looked at the TV series

"Medici" in the last months will recognize

this palace. Sending a familiar here will al-

ways grant one coin and one privilege to
select between resources, servants, coins,

mìlitary points, or"faith" points. The first to
visit the Signoria will be also the first player

on the next turn, and so on. Being the first

to play means, of course, that it is possible

to freely decide the next card and the next

tower to select, and sometimes becomes

a very important action, especially when
you need a particular card to form a favor-

able'tombo'i

lmmediately under the Signoria is the Ca-

thedral of Firenze: Santa Maria del Fiore.

Here is located the special track to sustain

the Church (and, again, if you watched the
Medici series you understand what this

means in reality). At the end of the second,

fourth and sixth turn the Pope messenger

arrives in Firenze to verify if the players

were good Christians and, mainly, if they
paid the necessary îecime" (a sort of tax

that was due to the Church at that time). lf
you didn't you receive a papal excommu-
nication. ln game terms this means that
at the end ofthe second turn you need at

least three "faith" points (4 for the fourth
turn and 5 for the sixth); those points are

obviously collected with cards or at the
Palazzo del Consiglio della Signoria. lf your

faith was good you get Victory Point (but

the markers goes back to zero and must
start again), otherwise you will get a pen-

altyforthe reminder of the game.

SPIEL '17 has been played - and again all re-

cords have been topped - there were more

exhibitors, more visitors, more halls and, of
course, even more games -you willfind a first

sample in this new edition ofWlN.

For us, Essen was a huge Success; our mu-

seum game Tybor der Baumeister by Ale-

xander Pfister and Dennis Rappel sold out

Friday noon and we could hand overto Loo-

kout Spiele, wherethe joint LookouVMayfair

edition was then available.Thankyou forthe
marvelous cooperation.

I am sorry to say, that our Special Essen ls-

sue on the games exhibited at SP|ELwill not

be published this year; there are too many

games and the inaccuracy factor due to the

countless Kicktarter projects is too big, and

I must admit, that I cannot do the work on

my one quickly enough. But I am sure, that

our games handbook Game by Game will
give you a very food overview over the new

releases presented at SPIEL this year.

Current issues of WIN can be found at

htt p : //www. g a m e si o u r n a I.at
and our Games Companion Game by Game

at
http : // w ww.g a me s co m P o n io n.a t
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On the bottom right of the board we find
the Market: four cases that offer a special

bonus to be selected between 5 coins, 5

servants,3 military points plus 2 coins and,

finally, two "privileges" from the Signoria.

Each case may be used by one familiar
only, so first arrived ... first served.

On the bottom left of the board we find
two parallel rows of cases that have a simi-

lar use: if you place a familiar on one case

of the top row (building action) you will
get the resources from the yellow cards

that you collected. The other row (coun-

try action) let you get resources from the
green cards.

Finally, we have the Military power track

printed on the extreme right of the board.

The main use of this track is to allow the
players to place the green cards 3-4-5-6

on the personal board: in effect you need

a military value of 3 for the third card and

up to 1 B for the sixth. This is rewarded with
VP at the game's end. You maY also "PaY"

some pink cards with Military points, so

Mv lines for WIN
loqmar de hsson, tditor -in-Chief
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during the game you frankly need to col-

lect some of them.

Each zone may be entered by just ONE fa-

miliar per colol but it is allowed to use one

colored and one "neutral" marker of the

same family.

THE HARD LIFE OF POWER FAMILIES IN

FIRENZE

The players, following the turn order, place

one of their familiar in the area of their

choice and perform the related action.

When all the pawns have been used the

turn is overand thefollowing one immedi-

ately starts. When the sixth turn ends, and

the îecima" to the PoPe has been Paid,

the players verify their VP total adding to

the points already marked on the"Kramer"

track: 1 -4-1 0-20 VP for 3-4-5-6 green cards

on their personal board; 1-3-6-10-1 5-21 VP

for 1-6 blue cards; the VP printed on the

pink cards and 5-2 VP for being first or sec-

ond on the Military track. The higher score

wins the game.

Lorenzo il Magnifico is a very nice game

and every tester liked it even if there is

nothing really new in the rules and me-

chanics. But I think that to design a good

game it is not necessary to have only inno-

vative ideas if playing it brings pleasure to

the players and if they wish to play it again

and again as it happens with this one.

The only real "critics" that I feel is right are

the'Uevelopment cards": they are always

the same, so if You do not find a card on

the firstîistribution"you will be sure that
it will arrive on the following one' I think
that having some extra cards on each

color should be more interesting as you

will never be certain to get a "specific"

one. Note that the leader cards are already

more than the number strictly necessary

and the excommunication tiles are 21 (7

per type) but you use only 3 of them in

each game. MaY be that, if the game is

successful, we will see shortly an expan-

sion that will add more cards.

To win a game of Lorenzo il Magnifico you

need to optimize your development cards,

especially after having decided your stra-

tegic path, probably based on the initial
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leaders that you got in the set-up. lt is not

possible to follow all the possible strate-

gies at the same time.

ll for example, you started collecting
green cards you must also keep an eye

on the Military track because to place the

last four cards you need a precise number

of military points. The same for the pink

cards, as 6 of them (in 24) may be acquired

only with military points and 3 more have

military as an alternative to resources.

lf you follow the yellow path, you know

that 23 over 24 cards will give you an im-

mediate bonus in VP (from 1 to 10) but

only three offer direct VP with the "build-

ing action'i while 7 more produce 1 to 7VP

extra, using resources or money. You need

to select the right cards during the game

to obtain the best'tombo" possible (for

example a card produces money that you

may then spend to get VP from another

one, etc.) and to avoid the acquisition of
cards that do not match your strategy.

lf you bet on the personalities you know

that you must try to go to the end and ac-

quirefive or six cards (1 5-21 VP): but atthe
same time you need a number of other

cards that may grant a constant flow of
money not only to pay the blue ones (per-

sonalities cost a lot of money, f rom 2 to 7

coins each) but also to be able to paythree

coins tax if you are not the first to select

their tower.

It is also suggested to try to pay the Pope

"decime" every time: some of the excom-

munications are not so heavy and you

may probablY avoid the PaYment, but

many are really annoying: reduction of the
pips on your dice, reduction of the money

and/or resources that you may get, loss of

VP, etc. So, you have to acquire a few cards

that give You some 'faith Points": two
green cards, for example, give 1 immedi-

ate point and 3 as'tountry action" bonus;

five blue cards have 1-4 immediate points

available; four yellow have 1-3 immediate

points and two of them 1-2 extra with the

"building actions"; ten pink cards have 1-4

immediate faith points. And, of course,

you always have the privileges of the Si-

gnoria. Grab those points as soon as you

can without waiting for the "even" turns

when someone else may grasp the right

cards before you.

And finally a few clarifications directly

from Virginio Gigli, co-designer of the

game, who was kind enough to answer

the following questions during our initial

play-test.

(1) - Some cards give a permanent bonus

of 2 pips to a colored die used to purchase

new cards. This means, for example, that
your "neutral" familiar has now a value

of "2" and therefore you do not need to
spend a servant to rise its value.

(2) -The excommunication tiles that oblige
you to discard a resource are valid also for

the "building" or "country" actions. Please

note that the tile asks for ONE resource

and you may freely select between stone

or wood.

(3) - lf you use special bonuses, (i.e. Santa

Rita who doubles the resources) the ex-

communication penalty of the preceding

point is applied only AFTER the doubling.

(a) - The excommunication tile of level 3

who says that you should lose 1 VP every 5

is applied only on the points accumulated

on the "Kramer"track and NOT on the final

bonus from the cards.

To summarize I think that Lorenzo il Mag-

nifico is a good game for standard and

expert gamers, and I highly suggest it. M

Pietro Cremona
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